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ABS'IRACT and SUMMARY 

Collisions of heavy trucks with cars, two-wheelcrs and pedestrians are analyzed with regard to their 

frequency, their injury potential and collision mechanisms. 1 29 crashes of trucks with other four-wheel
vehicles (totally 163 injured occupants and 247 vehicles) were analyzed in detail. The most dangerous 

impact configuration was truck-front to car-front; therefore defonnable underrun protection elements in 
the front would have a much higher injury reduction potential for car occupants than the classical re.ar 
underrun protection bars; the mean ISS for car occupants ( 13,5) was highest for front to front irnpacts 
and relatively low for car-front to truck-rear impacts (mean ISS 4). 

If involved in a collision. the fatality risk for truck occupants was as low as 0.17% whereas it was 

0.45% for car occupants (all collisions types), i.e. 2.5 tirnes highe� Truck occupants had injuries of 

MAIS 3 and more only in single truck crashes and truck-truck impacts. 

Another sample discussed contains 87 collisions of trucks against two wheelers or pedestrians. As 

to the frequency and injury severity (sum of ISS values) thefront of the truck was most hazardous for 
pedestrians and motorcycle users, the left truck side for oncomming motorcycles and the right side was 
the most frequent and dangerous irnpact location for bicycles and mopeds. Prcdominantly head and 
lower extremities were injured often and severely. 

INTRODUCTION 

It has been an experience of crash investigators for decades that the collision of a heavy vehicle such 
as a truck against a car or even an unprotected road user such as a two-wheeler or a pedestrian is a 
disaster for the small partner. Titis is a consequence of simple physical reflection regard.ing the 
disadvantageous mass ratio and the geometrical incompatibility of the two collision partners. Numerous 
scientific papers and repons document this unsatisfactory situation (e.g. Appel 1979, 1989, 1 990; 
Danner 1989; Dejeammes 1985, Langwieder 1 987, 1988, 1989; Middelhauve 1 978, 1 988; One 1987, 
1990; Riley 1980, 198 1 ;  Seüf 1985). Högström proposed some side protection devices on a scientific 
basis in 1 973 already; some designs go back to the year of 1 912! 

Fig. 1 .  Early proposal of side rails to protect two-wheelers from underruning (Högström 1 974). 
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Given these facts it is rather strange that rule makers, govemements and truck manufacturers have 
yet not taken adequate measures in a general and efficient manner to protect other road users. lt seems 
therefore important to investigate collisions of cars, two-wheelers and pedestrians with involvernent of 
a truck (heavy goods vehicle with rnore than 3 '500 kg) in düferent countries in detail. Since the weil 

known findings are not repeated in this paper only a choice of results is prescntcd. 

METHODS 

In a first section the official data of the Swiss Bureau of Statistics (Bundesamt für Statistik, 1988) 

are further analyzed as to the involvernent of trucks. 

The second section contains especially collected data in the Canton of Zurich (cxcept the two cities 
Zürich and Winterthur) during the three y�ars 1984 to 1986. Police data (report and photographic 
docurnentation) and rnedical data frorn hospitals, general practitioners or autopsy dcparttnents were 

available for: 

- 24 7 vehicles 
- 1 1 1  collisions truck-car/van 

- 1 1  single truck collisions, 
7 truck to truck impacts. A total of 

- 136 trucks were involved in these 129 collisions and 

- 163 people were injured MAIS >= 1 ,  

- 3 1  of thern being truck occupants. 

The third section describes 87 collisions of trucks against unprotected road users (pedestrians, 
bicycle, rnoped, rnotorcycle) all of thern being injured MAIS >=l. 

RESULTS 

1 .  Swiss nationwide data 
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Fig. 2. Collision partners and injured and killed road users in Switzerland 1987. 1 9'883 casualties 
with at least two rnoving objects. Truck involvernent is specially indicated ( ==> ). 

Truck involvernent was seen with 2'495 arnong 1 9 '883 casualties (= 1 3%) in collisions with at least 
two collision partners during 1987 in Switzerland (Fig. 2). Most frequent were casualties in collisions 

of the type truck-car (121 1)  and truck-bicycle/moped (567) whereas the types truck-pedestrian, truck-
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motorcycle and single truck collisions were much less frequent. To these figures the 315 collisions of 
trucks against fixed objects have to be added (Fig. 3). 

1 2 1 1 car 

Fig. 3. Truck related collisions: lnjured and killed road users in Switzerland 1987. 

In order to get a fairly large sample we collected the data from three years (fable 1): With all 
involved occupants (with or without injuries) of four-wheel-vehicles (cars, vans and trucks) trucks 
were involved in only 5%; the share of the truck occupants among those injured as weil as those killed 

was around 2% each. If involved in a collision, the fatality risk for truck occupants was as low as 
0. 1 7 %  whereas it was 0.45% for car occupants, i.e. 2.5 times higher. 

Cateaorv involved w. minor iniurv w. severe iniurv fatali1y 
Truck 8'437 206 1 03 1 8 
Truck-trailer 3'396 72 42 5 
Tractortrailer 1 '568 46 24 4 
Trolleybus/coach 2'900 321 1 02 1 

Heavv vehlcles 1 6'301 645 271 28 

For comparison 

Light vehlcles (4 wheels) 308'973 26'747 1 4'965 1 '389 

Table 1. Occupants of trucks and light four-wheel-vehicles in Switzerland, 1984-1 986. 

2. Truck occupants and car occupants in collisions with trucks (1984-86 Canton 
Zurich only) 

Tue favourable mass ratio protects truck occupants in collisions against cars to a great deal from 
injuries. In truck to car impacts no injury of MAIS >=3 occurred with truck drivers but the 
corresponding car drivers were injured MAIS >=3 in over 20% (19  of 89, Table 2). The most 

dangerous impact configuration for the car occupants was truck front to car front; the mean ISS of these 

car occupants was 1 3.5, the highest of all car-truck collision subsamples. The front of the 1 36 trucks 

was deformed in 35 cases by a car front whereas the truck rear part was impacted only 4 times by a car 
front These rear impacts caused once a MAIS 2 and twice a MAIS 1 casualty (mean ISS 4) in the car 
occupants. Therefore, the underrun protection devices should be integrated above all in the front of the 

truck which is much more hazardous to car occupants than the rear part of the truck. Riley ( 1 985), 

Appel (1989 and 1 990) and Danner (1989) have shown promissing experimental passive safety 
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elements around the ttuck protecting car occupants. Only other ttuc.ks or fixed objects have a cenain 

injury potential for the ttuck occupants: the mean ISS was highest in truck to truck collisions (7.2) and 
single truck irnpacts (6.5). In 7 of the latter 1 1  cases the truck rolled over. In these circurnstances a 
three-point belt would cenainly reduce the injury severity for the truck occupants and can therefore be 

recommended; however, since the crashes producing injuries to truck occupants arc reletively rare and 
the truck drivers in general seem to wear seat belts only reluctantly, a mandatory seat belt law for truck 
drivers is not a priority in road safety. 

C.rw n:a101) Trucks (n:136l 
lnjury Severtty drivers front rear total single versus versus total 

(MAIS) occupants occupants vehicle truck car 
1 3 8  7 6 5 1  5 5 6 1 6 
2 32 5 4 4 1  6 1 4 1 1  
3 9 4 1 1 4  0 3 0 3 
4 6 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
5 3 0 2 5 1 0 0 1 
6 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

Total 89 1 6 1 3  1 1 8  1 2  9 1 0 3 1  

Table 2. Injury severity of 149 car and truck occupants (excl. vans), Canton Zurich, 1 984-1986. 

3. Trucks and unprotected road users ( 1984-86 Canton Zurich only) 
With regard to the construction of protecting elerrents around the truck for unprotected road users it 

is irnponant to know the contact areas of the truck and their injury sequelae. Fig. 4 shows that the 

front of the ttuck is the most often contacted area for pedestrians and two wheelcrs as weil: 42 of the 85 

cases where an exact contact area could be defined involved the truck front Pedestrians and each of the 

three two wheeler categories were affected sirnilarly conceming the frequency; however, pedestrians 

and motorcycle users had a much higher injury severity (Table 3). lt is evident from Table 4 and Fig. 6 
that the highest injury potential - especially for pedestrians and motorcycles - is located at the truck 
front (sum of ISS values 654 versus 338 for the left, 1 86 for the right side and 189 for the rear). 

The right side was contacted often by bicycles but was particularly dangerous for moped drivers 

(total ISS 266). Since the moped is allowed to drive 30 km/h (some drive 40 km/h) the ovenaking 
process of the also relatively slow truck takes a J"dther long time. Case analysis showed that during this 

overtaking process the intimidated driver can loose control and falls under the wheels even without 

being previously irnpacted by the truck side. In these situations flat side guard panels can prevent the 
two-wheeler from being caught by a uneven side structure and overrun. Nüssle (1989) also pointed out 

that low speed is typical: 1(3 to 1/2 of these truck collisions took place at driving spced of less than 10 

km/h. lt therefore can be concluded that a side guard is not necessarily a heavy steel structure; light 
weight flat plastic panels would be efficient in thesc low speed situations. Anothcr crucial area was the 

left truck side for oncomming motorcycle drivers (total ISS 1 32) and in the rear for pedestrians being 
overrun in reversing manoevers (total ISS 105). 

In all these lateral contacts buses and coaches perf orrred much better since they have a flat side 
guard by construction. 

Contaet area on tNck 
front riQht left ,.,. 

Vlctlm mean ISS n mean ISS n mean ISS n mean ISS n Total 
Pedestrian 27 9 8 3 - 0 35 3 1 5  
Bicycle 7 1 1  8 6 1 5  3 4 2 22 
Moped 6 1 0  38 7 9 1 8 8 2 6  
Motorcycle 23 1 2  - 0 22 6 3 4 22 
Mean ISS I Total 1 6  42 21 1 6 .  1 9  1 0  11 1 7  85 

Table 3. Frequency and mean ISS values caused by different contact areas on the truck. 
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Fig. 4. Truck areas contacted by different injured or killed road users. 

Contact aree on tl\Jck 
front riaht left ,..,. 

Vlctim total ISS total ISS total ISS total ISS 
Pedestrian 241 24 0 1 05 
Bicycle 7 7  48 45 8 
Moped 60 266 9 64 
Motorcycle 276 0 1 32 1 2  
Total 654 338 1 86 1 89 

Table 4. Sum of ISS values caused by different contact areas on the truck, see also Fig. 6. 

Fig. 5. Aat side guards prevent two-wheelers and pedestrians much more effectivcly from 

being thrown under the truck than simple side rails (see Fig. 1.) Moreover, thy reduce noise and water 
spray. 
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Fig. 6. Sum of : · lJ.ues caused by different contact areas on the truck (figures see table 4). 

Tue local distric of the AIS >=2 injurics was not essentially different for thc four categories: 

Tue exposed head v. .  :ured often and severcly (Table 5, Fig. 7). The other body end - the lower 
extremities - was expo.-. „...: in a similar manncr, abovc all in two wheeler collisions. The pelvis of moped 
users was endangered wnen an overrun took placc. Spine and abdomen were nöt an injury focus at all. 

Pedestrlans (n :15) 1:1icycll (n = Zll Mooed(n =zn Motorcvde (n = 23) 
AIS AIS AIS AIS Body reaion 2 3 . 5 6 total 2 3 . 5 6 total 2 3 . 5 6 total 2 3 . 5 6 

Skullitrain 4 2 3 9 6 3 9 8 � 1 1 1  1 3 
Face 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 
Spine 0 0 1 1 
Shoulder 1 1 3 3 1 1 
Upper extrem�y 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 3 1 
Thorax 2 1 2 5 1 1 2 3 1 6 1 3 
Abdomen/back 3 3 1 1 2 1 2 3 1 
Pelvis 1 1 2 1 1 1 4 5 1 
Lower extrem�v 3 3 2 3 5 4 6 1 0  7 
Total 1 4  8 5 27 1 6  8 0 24 20 1 9  2 4 1  8 16 
Table 5. AIS >=2 injuries to 87 unprotected road users. 
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Fig. 7. AI� >=2 injuries to 87 unprotected road users (figures in table 5). 

DISCUSSION 

total 
4 6 
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Case analysis shows that three point safcty belts certainly could prevent truck occupants from 
severe injuries particularly in truck to truck and single truck collisions. However, given the relatively 

low number of casualties safety belts for truck occupants - particularly with a mandatory seat belt law -
are not a number-one-issue in traffic safety. 
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Advanced protectioo elements on the front of the truck could save much more injuries to car 
occupants than rear end underrun protection systems. Since the truck front is a dangerous contact area 
also for oncomming motorcycles and for pedestrians the currently developed safety front end structures 
should also be designed with regard to these two collision types. 

All trucks should be fitted with ajlal side guard to prevent unprotected road users from being 
thrown under the truck side and overrun subsequently. lf the side guard is made out of a number of 
single bars, the risk of being caught in these open structures is high. Tue ECE-regulation for new 
trucks dated April 1 3, 1989 should be adopted by all countties as soon as possible. Moreover, since 
trucks generally stay in furiction for a long period of time, retrofitting of flat side guards should be 
made compulsory: According to recent calculations of ASTAG (Swiss Utility Vehicle Association; Hess 
1 990), the cost of retrofitted flat side guard structures indeed is about the doubble of one with an open 
frame profile (sfr 10'000 vs. 5'000 for single trucks, sfr 20'000 vs. 10'000 for trucks with trailer and 
sfr 14'000 vs. 7'500 for tractor-trailers). With regard to the high total cost of a utility truck (several 
100'000 sfr) this amount is not overwhelming and it could even be reduced in serial production 
considerably. A side guard is not necessarily a heavy steel structure; light weight flat plastic panels 
would be efficient since these critical contacts generally occur at low speed. 

Taking into account the high injury reducing potential and additional possible advantages of these 
side guards such as lower air resistance and less noise, prevention of lateral water spray and the 
possibility of more surface for advenising this amount is very weil invested. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Three point safety belts for truck occupants are certainly recorrunendable but are not a number-one
issue in traffic safety. 

Underrun protection devices should be integrated above all in the front of the truck which is much 
more hazardous to car occupants than the rear pan of the truck. They could reduce the injury severity 
for colliding car occupants, motorcycles users and pedestrians. 

In all new trucks jlal side guard panels should be integrated and current trucks should be retrofitted 
correspondingly. Tue invesunent for retrofitting (2 to 5% of the total price of a truck) may pay off even 
for the company running the truck since the lower air resistance saves fuel. But most of all side guards 
prevent unprotected road users (users of mopeds and bicycles, pedestrians) from being thrown under 
the truck side and overrun subsequently by the wheels. 
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